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At Adviceworx we follow an integrated financial planning and investment approach – specifically designed to identify a client’s investment 

goal or return target upfront and then selecting an investment strategy with the highest chance of achieving this objective successfully over 

time. We believe that integrating these processes is the only way to ensure “Best Advice”.

Integrated Advice and Investment Process

Clients can decide what kind of advice they would like to receive from Adviceworx depending on their needs and circumstances:

• Focused Financial Advice – for clients who require a simple solution for a specific financial goal

• Comprehensive Financial Advice – for clients who require detailed planning and advice for holistic financial and lifestyle planning

• Family Office Financial Advice – for clients and their families requiring help with legacy planning.  This process includes inter-

generational planning, with specialist planning and wealth management.

• Bespoke Wealth & Investment Management – A discretionary investment service aimed at clients requiring a personal share portfolio 

and/or stockbroking capability through a dedicated portfolio manager 

Endorsed Solutions

Adviceworx offers a premium range of Endorsed Solutions to assist clients in meeting their identified investment objective or return target.  

These include:

• Inflation Targeted Multi-Manager Strategies

• Private Client Solutions Portfolios

• Managed Portfolio Strategies (Model Portfolios)

• Third Party Solutions, including Cash Management and other funds available through preferred platform providers.

This report contains information about the Endorsed Solutions managed by the Adviceworx Investment Team, as at the end of July 2019.

Adviceworx Endorsed Advice & Solutions

Asset  
Allocation

Manager/Stock  
Selection

Review Objective Review Strategy

Portfolio 
   Optimisation

Cash

Enhanced Income

Inflation Plus 2-3%

Inflation Plus 3-4%

Inflation Plus 4-5%

Inflation Plus 5-7%

Max Returns

Ongoing Review

Portfolio Management
Investment 

Process

Setting of 
 Return Target

Financial Planning  
and Identifying of 

Goals
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South Africa 
GDP growth continues to stutter in the absence 
of structural reforms 

South Africa’s economic outlook for the remainder of 2019 has 

dimmed. GDP growth for the year has been downgraded by the 

South African Reserve Bank (SARB) from 1% to 0.6%. The forecast 

for 2020 and 2021 remains unchanged for now at 1.8% and 2% 

respectively. 

Many of the challenges facing the economy are structural in 

nature and require bold and possibly unpopular policy actions to 

reignite growth. The SARB warned in its recent monetary policy 

statement “current challenges facing the economy are primarily 

structural in nature and cannot be resolved by monetary policy 

alone”. Regulatory blockages need to be removed to improve the 

ease of doing business in SA, labour market flexibility needs to be 

increased, government debt needs to be reined in and governance 

needs to be strengthened.  

Household expenditure, which accounts for two thirds of GDP 

growth, has remained weak, feeding into lower CPI outcomes. The 

latest year-on-year inflation print is a very modest 4.5%. Inflation 

excluding administered prices is 3.7y/y, which is evidence of the 

weakness of the demand side of the economy. Administered price 

inflation of 8.2% y/y remains high, eroding disposable incomes 

and further weakening household expenditure. 

There is a risk that the SA economy muddles along at a sub-trend 

growth rate and the impact this will have on revenue collection, 

our ability to service our debt and ultimately our credit rating. The 

probability of a downgrade by Moody’s, in our view, appears to 

have increased. 

Emerging markets  
Trade wars have clouded the outlook for 
emerging markets 

The outlook for emerging markets has become cloudier as the 

trade war between the US and China persists. Several emerging 

markets play a role in global supply chains that provide Western 

multinational companies with cheap labour and economies of 

scale manufacturing. 

The OECD estimates that global trade growth has fallen by more 

than half over the last two years. Certainly, the immediate threat 

to global trade and to several emerging markets, which are reliant 

on trade for growth, is Trump’s imposition of trade tariffs. As 

expected, consensus growth forecasts have been paired back for 

emerging markets from 5% at the start of the year down to 3.5%. 

Expectations of interest rate cuts by the US Federal Reserve 

have opened the door for monetary easing by emerging market 

central banks. Inflation has fallen across several emerging market 

countries, with deflation appearing in Malaysia, Thailand and 

South Korea. 

While lower interest rates could boost confidence, consumer 

spending and investment, a persistent trade war is likely to 

dampen confidence and keep a lid on global trade growth. It is 

not clear if the US and China will make enough concessions to 

reach a more lasting ceasefire. A no-deal will be negative for 

global growth and could make the second half of 2019 tougher for 

emerging market economies.    

International   
Politics trump growth  

The outlook for global growth has dimmed of late as US President 

Donald Trump’s trade wars continue to trump economic growth. 

Mr Trump’s strategy of using trade deficits and trade tariffs as 

a foreign policy tool have dampened business confidence and 

investment. Global GDP growth is expected to soften from 2.75% 

in the first half of 2019 to around 2.5%, however the risks to 

growth are on the downside. 

While manufacturing and trade growth is expected to soften 

through the remainder of the year, the services side of growth 

is expected to remain buoyant given strong labour markets 

and healthy consumption. The risk is contagion from the 

manufacturing sector to the services sector and labour markets if 

the trade war escalates or is expanded to include more countries. 

Europe is already in Mr Trump’s crosshairs because of Germany’s 

trade surplus with the US and he has accused Germany, Italy and 

Ireland of being currency manipulators (even though they all 

belong to the eurozone and have no direct control over monetary 

policy or the euro). 

Economic & Market Update
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A slowdown in global economic activity has prompted central banks to become more dovish i.e. to implement more accommodative 

monetary policy as an insurance policy against a disruptive policy shock. The Fed cut rates by 0.25% at its July meeting and possibly 

again in September. Other central banks are likely to follow the Fed, including the European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan. More 

accommodative monetary policy together with healthy private sector fundamentals should prevent an outright recession this year. 

However, risks to the downside have increased. 

The probability of a US recession in the next 12 months according the Fed’s model has increased from 25% in September 2018 to 33% as  

of early July. 

Eurozone – the next Japan?

Recent data has pointed to more weakness in Euro manufacturing activity. Mr Trump has also threatened to implement $25bn worth of 

tariffs on European exports, a reminder that Europe is not immune from trade tensions. Job creation and broader services have remained 

resilient despite ongoing weakness in manufacturing. 

The European Council has proposed Christine Lagarde as the new ECB president, which suggests continuity of Mario Draghi’s policy to 

provide stimulus to boost the Euro economy in response to the negative impact of a slowdown in global trade. The problem is that interest 

rates are already negative and quantitative easing is near bank-imposed levels. 

The eurozone is increasingly looking more like Japan – an ageing population, negative interest rates, a collapse in actual inflation and 

inflation expectation and sovereign indebtedness. Europe also faces growing elements of populism which could undermine social cohesion.

Market performance (ZAR) as at 31 July 2019

YTD 1 yr 3yr 5yr

Domestic Equity 9.55% 2.19% 5.63% 5.15%

Domestic Bonds 6.85% 8.06% 8.80% 8.21%

Domestic Property 4.77% 0.08% -3.70% 4.99%

Global Equity 14.86% 11.40% 10.99% 12.61%

Global Bonds 3.73% 14.41% 2.03% 7.16%

Global Property 13.22% 15.94% 3.65% 10.89%

(Source: Morningstar Direct)

Market performance (USD) as at 31 July 2019

YTD 1 yr 3yr 5yr

Global Equity 16.57% 2.95% 10.18% 6.48%

Global Bonds 5.28% 5.73% 1.28% 1.33%

Global Property 14.91% 7.15% 2.89% 4.86%

(Source: Morningstar Direct)
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Asset Class Views & Commentary

Global Fixed Income

Underweight 
longer 

duration/ 
overweight 

short 
duration

Yields are at historic lows and offer little value

US Treasuries have fallen dramatically over the last month following  a dovish pivot by the US Fed. US market participants 

believe that growth has peaked and expect a slower pace of growth in the second half of 2019.

Trade uncertainty remains an issue for the business side of the economy, but some broader softening in data has fuelled 

concerns that a spill over into labour markets and consumption could be next. This has prompted the Fed to start cutting 

interest rates as an insurance policy against a disruptive policy shock. Global bond yields remain dependent on the path 

and pace of changes in US interest rates. Provided the Fed acts according to market expectations to move rates lower at 

a gradual and measured pace, this would maintain a supportive environment for emerging market bonds.

Global Equities

 

 

 

Neutral   

Investors expect Fed Chairman Jerome Powell to put a floor under risk assets by cutting interest rates. This should be 

positive for global equities, but earnings have probably peaked and risks are increasing. The US expansion is now the 

longest on record, however the outlook for global equities has dimmed and volatility has increased in response to 

slowing global growth and escalating trade tensions. Certainly, the outlook for corporate earnings has dimmed. Quarter 

1 earnings contracted by -0.3% and are expected to be negative in the second quarter of this year as rising input costs 

compress profit margins and profits of multi-national companies are tempered by a stronger dollar and rising trade 

tariffs.

On the positive side, investor exposure to equities is below average and earnings expectations are low. Should companies 

beat expectations, this could provide another tailwind for the market. From a valuation perspective, markets are 

not cheap but not overly expensive either. The one-year forward price/earnings ratio for the S&P 500 is 16.8x, a 13% 

premium  to its 10-year average. While we maintain our constructive view on global equities, we recently took some 

profit, reducing our large overweight position.

Emerging Market Equities

Neutral

Divergent growth rates and valuations will require selectivity.

Global Property

Neutral   

Hard currency dividend yields are attractive relative to bond yields

Listed property ended the second quarter flat, underperforming global equities (+4%) and global bonds (+3.3%). Bond 

yields fell during the quarter in response to a more dovish tone from the Fed.

The outlook for global REITS will depend to some extent on the performance of retail REITS which account for 

approximately a fifth of the global REIT index. While slowing growth and the disintermediation of bricks and mortar 

retailers by online providers does not bode well for retail REITs, other segments of the property market such as US 

apartments, offices in Australia and Singapore remain robust. Relative to global bonds, global property remains 

attractive, trading on a forward yield of just under 4%. This offers a yield pick-up of over 2% relative to the world 

Government Bond Index. Earnings are expected to grow between 2%-4% for 2019
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Domestic Fixed Income

Overweight 
(overweight 

short-
duration, 

slight 
underweight 
long duration

While the real return offered by bonds may look attractive, at yields of 8%, we don’t believe there is enough moat of 

safety in view of SA’s fiscal risks. Policy inaction has led to a steady deterioration of SA’s credit fundamentals. In addition, 

an event that may prove problematic is if Moody’s decides to downgrade SA to sub-investment grade later this year. 

The performance of the local bond market will be dependent on the government’s ability to drive through reforms 

supporting growth, the trajectory of inflation and global monetary policy evolution. Slowing growth and lower inflation 

expectations would suggest a constructive view on SA bonds. However, a weak economy, falling tax revenue, continued 

support for SOEs resulting in a rising debt to GDP ratio suggests caution towards domestic bonds. In view of this, we have 

reduced our overweight position to government long-term bonds in favour of shorter-dated fixed income instruments.

Domestic Equities

 

 

 

Neutral 

More investment opportunities at current valuations, but earnings remain constrained given a weak economy. Domestic 

equities gained  3.9% for the second quarter of the year, underperforming SA Property (4.52%) and outperforming 

SA  Bonds (3.7%), and SA Cash (1.8%). Domestic equity’s performance was led by safe-haven gold stocks (29.6%) and 

platinum group metals stocks that gained 9.5%. It was also driven by performance in the Telecommunications sector 

that gained 18.65% over the period.

Domestic earnings are expected to grow between 8% to 10% this year and together with an expected dividend yield of 

approximately 4%, this amounts to an expected total return of 12% (assuming no change in the P/E multiple). Although 

we view SA equity valuations as attractive, a persistence in earnings headwinds do remain, we therefore, maintain our 

tactical view at neutral to domestic equities.

Domestic Cash

Underweight 

More attractive opportunities further up the yield curve.

Domestic Property

Underweight

Yields are attractive, but domestic distribution growth remains weak and there is a risk that asset values may need to 

decline to reflect poor economic fundamentals. Listed property’s current dividend yield of 9.16% is trading above the SA 

10-year government bond yield of 8.00%. On a 12-month forward looking basis, SA property is trading at a dividend yield 

of 9.39%. If we exclude dual-listed property companies, the forward yield is 10.26%

Due to a deterioration in fundamentals, we expect rental growth to remain weak and thus anticipate dividend growth 

to remain below inflation over the short-to- medium term. For property fundamentals to  improve, we need to see an 

improvement in employment growth, business confidence and growth in investment, which would act as a  

much-needed catalyst for the sector. Although valuations look appealing and offer attractive yields, we remain cautious 

on the SA Property sector as we would like to see come tailwinds before we move to a more constructive position in  

SA Property.
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Best in class asset managers

SA Equity

SA Boutique  
Equity

SA Fixed Income

SA Cash

International  
Equity

International  
Property

 

Multi-Manager  
Portfolio Changes
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Domestic Equity 
By the beginning of May, domestic equities had enjoyed a strong run, up +14%. Some profits 

were taken from domestic equities to reduce the weight from neutral to slightly underweight. 

We suspect that the upcoming earnings updates will be weak, which should provide another 

entry point into the market. 

Domestic Fixed Income 
Over the quarter proceeds from the sales of other asset classes were invested in short-

duration fixed income instruments. Long bonds offer attractive real yields, but we are 

concerned about SA’s fiscal consolidation, SOE financial constraints, falling tax revenues and 

what appears to be a lack of political conviction to face structural constraints impeding the 

economy. Current long bond yields do not offer a sufficient moat of safety and we will look to 

take profits from our bond position.

Domestic Property
We reduced our exposure to our domestic property managers to zero. Over the last few 

months, our domestic equity and fixed income managers, who are permitted to invest in listed 

property, increased their exposure to the sector following a large fall in the property sector 

last year. On a look-through basis, our property exposure had increased to a level that we were 

not comfortable with considering our bearish outlook on the sector. 

International Equity
The US expansion is now the longest on record, however the outlook for global equities has 

dimmed and volatility has increased in response to slowing global growth and escalating trade 

tensions. We took some profits from our global equity positions at R14.87/USD and placed the 

proceeds in short duration fixed income instruments awaiting further opportunities

International Property
After a strong run in global REITS in the first quarter, profits were taken and the overweight 

position was reduced from overweight to neutral.

Quarter 2 was a busy month for the Adviceworx Multi-Manager Strategies. 

Detailed are the tactical asset allocation changes made to the strategies. 
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Core

• To reduce the portfolio’s tracking error
• To generate consistent long-term  

returns

Characteristics

• A stalwart of the local market
• A proven high quality busines, with a 

history of consistent returns
• Well-diversified share across 

industries, geographies or businesses

Satellite

• Exposure to a specific 
style, theme or sector

• Businesses we believe will 
generate outperformance  
over the investment 
horizon

Private Client Solutions
Core Equity Portfolio Changes

A core-satellite approach to constructing a portfolio is a powerful investment approach which is designed to minimise the 

risk of poor performance, while maintaining the potential to outperform the broader market and the peer group. The strategy 

seeks to combine the best of both worlds – safety and healthy returns – by segregating the portfolio into two components, 

the core component and the satellite component. Traditionally, the core component would invest in an exchange traded fund 

(ETF) and the satellite would invest in individual securities. This approach aims to yield above average returns, while keeping 

volatility as low as possible. The core-satellite approach to portfolio construction is believed to be the approach best suited to 

dealing with the makeup of the local market and the risks that it presents. 

The Adviceworx Core Equity Portfolio has implemented this approach, with the only difference being that instead of using an ETF for the 

core, individual shares are used. One of the few benefits of a highly concentrated market, such as the JSE, is that investors can build a 

portfolio with a relatively small number of holdings that closely mimic the overall market, thus behaving like an ETF in and of itself. The core 

portion of the portfolio will have a total allocation of 70%, resulting in a 30% allocation to satellite shares. 
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Stocks bought/Increased exposure

Anglo American Plc is a well-diversified mining company. Management has done a superb job of shoring up 

the balance sheet, selling non-core and underperforming assets. Capital allocation is good under the current 

management team. The Quellaveco mine in South America is of interest given the outlook for copper demand, the 

lack of new mines, and the upcoming closure of many mines. Anglo American Plc was bought for the Core Equity, 

Aggressive Balanced, Moderate Aggressive Balanced and Moderate Balanced portfolios. 

The Mondi Ltd share price has been under pressure since we lightened exposure towards the end of 2018 affording 

us the opportunity to increase the weight in the Core Equity portfolio again at far better levels. It also affords us the 

opportunity to increase the weight to the greater basic materials sector, where we remain slightly underweight.

Old Mutual Ltd is a SA Inc. story and one of the shares we believe will sit up when the local economy turns the 

corner. The recent share price depreciation presented an opportunity to increase the weight to a more meaningful 

position as the current valuation was very attractive. The share’s weighting was increased in the Core Equity, 

Moderate Balanced and Moderate Aggressive Balanced portfolios.

Standard Bank Group Ltd is attractively priced and offers a good dividend yield. The company will do well in an 

improving economic environment. The bank’s exposure to Africa adds diversification and differentiates it from 

its peers. We purchased the counter for the Core Equity, Aggressive Balanced, Moderate Aggressive Balanced and 

Moderate Balanced portfolios. 

Reduced/Sold

Ongoing poor operational performance of Pioneer Foods as a result of increased competition and input cost 

dynamics due to the cyclical nature of the business has resulted in the decision to sell. The Core Equity portfolio 

maintains exposure to the food industry through AVI Ltd and Bid Corp. 

The exposure to the Sygnia Itrix Eurostoxx50 ETF was slightly reduced in our Balanced portfolios in order to bring 

the overall offshore exposure in line with our tactical asset allocation views.

The exposure to the Sygnia Itrix MSCI US ETF was reduced in the Core Equity portfolio in order to allocate to the Old 

Mutual Wealth Global Equity Portfolio ETN. This exchange traded note is an actively managed investment. The objective 

of the ETN is to replicate the composition and performance of the Old Mutual Wealth PCS Global Equity Portfolio.

We sold our exposure to Discovery Limited in the Core Equity and Balanced portfolios. A diluted exposure is 

maintained through our holdings in Rand Merchant Investment.

FirstRand Ltd has long been the preferred banking share in the Core Equity portfolio. With a more diversified 

approach been taken and the introduction of Standard Bank, it allows us to lighten FirstRand slightly. Having been 

the standout operational performer over the past decade, FirstRand is priced at a significant premium to its peers. 

Reducing the exposure slightly reduces that valuation risk.

Spun out of Naspers, MultiChoice was a very small holding in the Core Equity portfolio. The business faces structural 

headwinds from streaming media services underpinning our decision to sell rather than to upweight the holding.

Glencore has superb assets and is attractively priced. Thus, we maintain our holding in the Core Equity portfolio, 

however, we have decided to lighten our exposure slightly to reduce company-specific risk.

Changes to our Security Selection
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Domestic Managed  
Portfolio Strategies

1. Adviceworx High Income Strategy   

Features 
The Adviceworx High Income Strategy is a low risk, high yield income fund that invests in 

high quality fixed income assets. 

Why choose this strategy? 
• The Adviceworx High Income Strategy’s primary objective is to generate reasonable 

levels of income with low volatility

• The strategy is suitable for investors requiring a regular income and returns above 

those achieved by money market funds

• May be suitable as an alternative to money market funds 

• Low exposure to instruments with duration i.e. listed property which guards the 

strategy’s capital against an adverse more in interest rates.   

Underlying asset managers 
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2. Adviceworx Annuity Provider Strategy    

Features 
The Adviceworx Annuity Provider Strategy strikes the much-needed balance between income and growth for income-dependent investors. 

The asset allocation has been specifically designed with post retirement investors in mind – a good balance between growth assets such 

as equities which pay high levels of dividends, listed property which has both capital and income features as well as a vast range of fixed 

income instruments that pay high levels of income. 

Striking a balance between income and growth  

Most balanced funds are constructed to achieve capital growth over the long-term. While capital growth is certainly important to retired 

investors, who need their investment portfolio to last for 25 years or more, income is also an important consideration for income dependent 

investors. The graph below shows the allocation between income and growth for a typical domestic balanced fund.  

A typical South African balanced fund

Source: FE Analytics and Adviceworx 30 June 2019

The primary objective of the Adviceworx Annuity Provider strategy is to provide a high level of income and to grow this income in line with 

inflation. The secondary objective of the strategy is to grow capital by a minimum of inflation and to target inflation plus 3% over rolling 

five-year periods. The strategy is actively managed to maximize income-producing assets for income dependent investors. 
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Adviceworx Annuity Provider  

Source: FE Analytics and Adviceworx 30 June 2019

Simulated returns based on actual fund returns allocated as follows: 6% Bridge Equity Income / 10% CoreShares Top 50 / 13% Satrix 

Dividend Plus / 6% Marriott Dividend Growth / 9.5% STANLIB Income / 12% Investec High Income / 14% Coronation Bond / 14% STANLIB 

Bond / 2.50% Sesfikile Property / 2.50% Nedgroup Investments Property / 2.50% Marriott Property Income / 5% Marriott First World 

Feeder / 3% Marriott Int Real Estate. Inclusive of fund management fees, gross of discretionary fund management and advisory fees. 

Why choose this strategy? 

• Suitable for investors approaching retirement who would like to build a pool of income from which to draw their future incomes to 

prevent erosion of their capital. 

• The strategy is suitable for investors in retirement who require an income. 

• Suitable for living annuity investors who require both income and growth.

• Suitable for retirement annuities, provident and preservation funds as the strategy complies with Regulation 28.

Underlying asset managers

Domestic Equity

Domestic Bonds

Domestic Income

Domestic Property

International
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3. Adviceworx Balanced Aggressive Strategy     

Features 
The Adviceworx Balanced Aggressive Strategy blends the best of active and passive investments in a carefully managed asset allocation 

framework. A significant portion of the strategy invests in passive investments to ensure greater cost efficiency. Active managers are used 

in sectors such as income and corporate debt which are not available as passive investments. The strategy invests in South African equities, 

bonds, property, money market instruments as well as international equities and property. The strategy is suitable for retirement annuities, 

provident and preservation funds as the strategy complies with Regulation 28 as well as tax-free savings accounts. 

Why choose this strategy?

• The strategy is ideal for investors who do not want to manage their own asset allocation and believe in the benefit of investing in passive 

and actively managed funds.

• The strategy invests in a broad spectrum of domestic and international assets offering investors with a view to enhancing the investor’s 

long-term return with less volatility than an equity fund. 

Underlying asset managers

Domestic Equity

Domestic Bonds

Domestic Income

Domestic Property

International Equity

Interntional Property
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4. International Model Portfolio Strategies     

Adviceworx Global Equity Strategy Features  
The Adviceworx Global Equity Strategy is US dollar-based equity strategy investing in developed markets such as the United States, Europe, 

the United Kingdom and Asia. A significant portion of the strategy tracks the MSCI All Countries Index which ensures greater cost efficiency 

for investors. The passive element of the portfolio is complemented by select international asset managers who have proven track records 

in managing international assets and who use investment strategies which complement the core passive strategy. 

Why choose this strategy?  

• The strategy is ideal for investors who do not want to select their own international fund managers and believe in the benefit of 

investing with more than one manager.

• Reap the benefits of an actively managed equity strategy utilizing both active and passive investments. The core passive strategy 

provides returns that replicates the market at a lower cost. The active satellites have been selected to complement the core strategy 

and which have consistently outperformed their benchmarks over time.  

Underlying asset managers

International Equity 

Strategic 
Core World 

ETF

01 Satellite
Quality

03 Satellite
Value

02 Satellite 
Growth
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5. Adviceworx Global Balanced Strategy      

Features   
The Adviceworx Global Balanced Strategy global multi-asset class portfolio comprising a high level of growth 

assets using a strategy of flexible asset allocation. The strategy invests with global fund managers who have a 

demonstrable track record in managing investments across a range of asset classes, geographies and currencies.   

Why choose this strategy?

• The strategy is ideal for investors who do not want to select their own international asset classes,  

geographies and fund managers and believe in the benefit of investing with more than one manager.

• Flexible asset allocation, access to uncorrelated asset classes and active security selection. 

Underlying asset managers

International  
Global Balanced   



The information, views or opinions contained herein, do not constitute a solicitation, invitation, proposal, advice or an offer to purchase, sell, invest in or disinvest from any financial 
product or to enter into any transaction, or to engage in any financial services. It also does not provide any investment, tax, legal, accounting, retirement, actuarial or other professional 
advice or service. Each existing client or potential investor has to obtain his, her or its own professional advice before making any decision or taking any action whatsoever based on 
the information, material, views or opinions contained in this document. This information or any view or opinion is given merely as general information about the products and services 
referred to in this document and is intended as a display or distribution of promotional material or a factual report. Adviceworx will not incur any liability for any losses or damage suffered 
by or expenses or costs incurred by any existing client or other person acting or relying on the strength of the information disclosed, any view expressed or as result of the improper 
use of any information, view or opinion contained in this document. Although the information and any view or opinion provided in this report is obtained or compiled from or based on 
sources believed to be professional and reliable and therefore expressed in good faith, and although every effort has been made to offer the most current, correct and clearly expressed 
information or view possible, inadvertent errors can occur, and applicable data, information, laws, rules and regulations often change without this document being immediately updated. 
Any illustrations, forecasts or hypothetical data are not guaranteed and are provided for illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. 
Performance may be affected by fluctuations or movements in exchanges rates, underlying assets, interest rates and other variable market factors. Financial products referred to herein 
are not guaranteed unless otherwise stated. All financial products carry a certain degree of risk. The risks related to the financial products referred to in this document will vary and 
depend on various factors like the structure of the product, underlying investments and exchange rates. Each client or potential investor should ensure that he or she understands the 
nature of and risk relating to a financial product. Adviceworx is a juristic representative of Acsis License Group (FSP33002) and an authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP44914).
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